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INTRODUCTION

Precision determinations of |Vub| and |Vcb| are central to

testing the CKM sector of the Standard Model, and com-

plement the measurements of CP asymmetries in B decays.

The length of the side of the unitarity triangle opposite the

well-measured angle β is proportional to the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb|,
making its determination a high priority of the heavy-flavor

physics program.

The semileptonic transitions b → c�ν� and b → u�ν� pro-

vide two avenues for determining these CKM matrix elements,

namely through inclusive and exclusive final states. The ex-

perimental and theoretical techniques underlying these two

avenues are independent, providing a crucial cross-check on

our understanding. Significant progress has been made in both

approaches since the previous review [1].

The theory underlying the determination of |Vqb| is mature.

The theoretical approaches all use the fact that the mass mb

of the b quark is large compared to the scale ΛQCD that

determines low-energy hadronic physics. The basis for precise

calculations is a systematic expansion in powers of ΛQCD/mb,

where effective-field-theory methods are used to separate non-

perturbative from perturbative contributions. The expansion

in ΛQCD/mb and αs works well enough to enable a precision

determination of |Vcb| and |Vub| in semileptonic decays.

The large data samples available at the B factories have

opened up new possibilities experimentally. Analyses where one

B meson from an Υ (4S) decay is fully reconstructed allow

a recoiling semileptonic B decay to be studied with higher

purity than was previously possible. Improved knowledge of

B → Xc�ν� decays allows partial rates for B → Xu�ν� transi-

tions to be measured in regions previously considered inacces-

sible, increasing the acceptance for B → Xu�ν� transitions and

reducing theoretical uncertainties.

CITATION: C. Amsler et al. (Particle Data Group), PL B667, 1 (2008) (URL: http://pdg.lbl.gov)
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At present, the inclusive determinations of both |Vcb| and

|Vub| are more precise than the corresponding exclusive determi-

nations. Improvement of the exclusive determinations remains

an important goal, and future progress, in particular in lattice

QCD, may provide this.

Throughout this review the numerical results quoted are

based on the methods of the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group [2].

DETERMINATION OF Vcb

Summary: The determination of |Vcb| from B → D∗�ν�

decays is currently at a relative precision of about 3%. The

main limitation is the knowledge of the form factor near the

maximum momentum transfer to the leptons. Further progress

from lattice calculations of the form factors is needed to im-

prove the precision. For the B → D�ν� channel, experimental

measurements must also be improved.

Determinations of |Vcb| from inclusive decays are currently

below 2% relative uncertainty. The limitations arise mainly

from our ignorance of higher order perturbative and non-

perturbative corrections.

The values obtained from inclusive and exclusive deter-

minations are currently only marginally consistent with each

other:

|Vcb| = (41.6 ± 0.6) × 10−3 (inclusive) (1)

|Vcb| = (38.6 ± 1.3) × 10−3 (exclusive). (2)

An average of the above gives |Vcb| = (41.2 ± 0.5) × 10−3, with

P (χ2) = 0.03. Scaling the error by
√

χ2/ndf = 2.1 we quote

|Vcb| = (41.2 ± 1.1) × 10−3 . (3)

|Vcb| from exclusive decays

Exclusive determinations of |Vcb| are based on a study of

semileptonic B decays into the ground-state charmed mesons

D and D∗. The main uncertainties in this approach stem from

our ignorance of the form factors describing the B → D and

B → D∗ transitions. However, in the limit of infinite bottom-

and charm-quark masses, only a single form factor appears, the
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Isgur-Wise function [3], which depends on the product of the

four-velocities v and v′ of the initial- and final-state hadrons.

The extraction of |Vcb| is based on the distribution of the

variable w ≡ v · v′, which corresponds to the energy of the

final-state D(∗) meson in the rest frame of the decay. Heavy

Quark Symmetry (HQS) [3,4] predicts the normalization of the

rate at w = 1, the point of maximum momentum transfer to

the leptons, and |Vcb| is obtained from an extrapolation of the

measured spectrum to w = 1.

A precise determination requires corrections to the HQS

prediction for the normalization, as well as some information

on the slope of the form factors near the point w = 1, since

the phase space vanishes there. The corrections to the HQS

prediction due to finite quark masses are given in terms of the

symmetry-breaking parameter

1

µ
=

1

mc
− 1

mb
,

which is essentially 1/mc for realistic quark masses. HQS en-

sures that those matrix elements that correspond to the currents

that generate the HQS are normalized at w = 1; as a result,

some of the form factors either vanish or are normalized at

w = 1. Due to Luke’s Theorem [5]( which is an application of

the Ademollo-Gatto theorem [6] to heavy quarks), the leading

correction to those form factors normalized due to HQS is

quadratic in 1/µ, while for the form factors that vanish in the

infinite mass limit, the corrections are in general linear in 1/mc

and 1/mb. Thus we have, using the definitions as in Eq. (2.84)

of Ref. 7,

hi(1) = 1 + O(1/µ2) for i = +, V, A1, A3 ,

hi(1) = O(1/mc, 1/mb) for i = −, A2 . (4)

In addition to these corrections, there are perturbatively

calculable radiative corrections from QCD and QED, which

will be discussed in the relevant sections. Both - radiative

corrections as well as 1/m corrections - are considered in the

framework of Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) [8], which

provides for a systematic expansion.
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B → D∗�ν�

The decay rate for B → D∗�ν� is given by

dΓ

dw
(B → D∗�ν�) =

G2
F

48π3
|Vcb|2m3

D∗(w2 − 1)1/2P (w)(F(w))2,

(5)

where P (w) is a phase-space factor with P (1) = 12(mB−mD∗)2,

and F(w) is dominated by the axial vector form factor hA1 as

w → 1. In the infinite-mass limit, the HQS normalization gives

F(1) = 1.

The form factor F(w) must be parametrized to perform an

extrapolation to the zero-recoil point. A frequently used one-

parameter form motivated by analyticity and unitarity is [9,10]

F(w) = ηQEDηA

[
1 + δ1/m2 + · · ·

]
[
1 − 8ρ2

A1z + (53ρ2
A1 − 15)z2 − (231ρ2

A1 − 91)z3
]

, (6)

with z = (
√

w + 1 −
√

2)/(
√

w + 1 +
√

2) originating from a

conformal transformation. The parameter ρ2
A1 is the slope of

the form factor at w = 1. The ηQED and ηA factors are the

QED [11] and QCD [12] short-distance radiative corrections

ηQED = 1.007 , ηA = 0.960 ± 0.007 , (7)

and δ1/m2 comes from non-perturbative 1/m2 corrections.

Recently, lattice simulations which include effects from

finite quark masses have been used to calculate the deviation

of F(1) from unity. The value quoted from these calculations,

multiplied by ηQED, is

F(1) = 0.930 ± 0.023 , (8)

where the errors quoted in Ref. 13 have been added in quadra-

ture. This value is compatible with estimates based on non-

lattice methods.
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Figure 1: Measurements of |Vcb|F(1) vs. ρ2
A1

are shown as ∆χ2 = 1 ellipses. The curves (cen-
tral value, ±1σ and ±2σ) correspond to the
measurement of the total rate Γ(B → D∗�ν�)
from Ref. 22.

Many experiments [14–21] have measured the differential

rate as a function of w. Fig. 1 shows corresponding values of

|Vcb| F(1) and ρ2
A1

(as defined in Ref. 10). These measurements

have been updated using more precise values [20] for the form

factor ratios R1 ∝ A2/A1 and R2 ∝ V/A1. The leading sources

of uncertainty on |Vcb| F(1) are due to detection efficiencies and

D(∗) decay branching fractions, while for ρ2 the uncertainties

in R1 and R2 still dominate. Related measurements [22,23]

of Γ(B → D∗�ν�) using samples at the Υ (4S), in which the

opposite B is fully reconstructed, have recently been made.

These use the measured missing mass squared to isolate signal

decays, and have very little sensitivity to the form factor slope.

The curves corresponding to constant total rate are shown in

Fig. 1.
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The confidence level of the average† based on the measure-

ments in Fig. 1 is ∼ 2.6%. In light of the marginal consistency,

we choose to rescale the errors by
√

χ2/ndf = 1.5 to find

|Vcb|F(1) = (35.9 ± 0.8) × 10−3. Along with the value given

above for F(1) this yields

|Vcb| = (38.6 ± 0.9exp ± 1.0theo) × 10−3. (9)

B → D�ν�

The differential rate for B → D�ν� is given by

dΓ

dw
(B → D�ν�) =

G2
F

48π3
|Vcb|2(mB + mD)2m3

D(w2 − 1)3/2(G(w))2. (10)

The form factor is

G(w) = h+(w) − mB − mD

mB + mD
h−(w), (11)

where h+ is normalized due to HQS and h− vanishes in the

heavy mass limit. Thus,

G(1) = 1 + O
(

mB − mD

mB + mD

1

mc

)
, (12)

and the corrections to the HQET predictions are parametrically

larger than was the case for B → D∗�ν�.

In order to get a more precise prediction for the form factor

G(1), the heavy quark limit can be supplemented by additional

assumptions. It has been argued in Ref. 24 that in a limit in

which the kinetic energy µ2
π is equal to the chromomagnetic

moment µ2
G (these quantities are discussed below in more

detail), one may obtain the value

G(1) = 1.04 ± 0.01power ± 0.01pert . (13)

† Note that the average does not include the BaBar B+ mea-

surement, nor the measurement of Γ(B → D∗�ν�) shown in the

figure, pending a full treatment of their correlations with the

BaBar B0 measurement.
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Recently, lattice calculations including effects beyond the

heavy mass limit have become available, and hence the fact that

deviations from the HQET predictions are parametrically larger

than in the case B → D∗�ν� is irrelevant. These unquenched

calculations quote a (preliminary) value [25]

G(1) = 1.074 ± 0.018 ± 0.016 , (14)

which has an error comparable to the one quoted for F(1),

although some uncertainties have not been taken into account.

The measurements [14,26,27] of |Vcb|G(1) result in an aver-

age value |Vcb|G(1) = (42.3± 4.5)× 10−3. Using the value given

in Eq. (14) for G(1), accounting for the QED correction and

conservatively adding the theory uncertainties linearly results

in

|Vcb| = (39.4 ± 4.2 ± 1.3) × 10−3 , (15)

where the first uncertainty is from experiment and the second

from theory.

Measuring the differential rate at w = 1 is more difficult in

B → D�ν� decays than in B → D∗�ν� decays, since the rate is

smaller and the background from mis-reconstructed B → D∗�ν�

decays is significant; this is reflected in the larger experimental

uncertainty. The B factories can address these limitations by

studying decays recoiling against fully reconstructed B mesons,

or doing a global fit to B → Xc�ν� decays. Theoretical input

on the shape of the w spectrum in B → D�ν� is valuable,

as precise measurements of the total rate are easier; a recent

measurement [22] of B(B → D�ν�) has an uncertainty of ∼ 5%.

Prospects for Lattice determinations of the B → D(∗)

form factors

Lattice determinations of the B → D(∗) form factors have

improved significantly over the last few years. The key for the

improvements [13,28] is a set of double-ratios, constructed so

that all uncertainties scale with the deviation of the form factor

from unity. In combination with the possibility to perform

unquenched calculations, i.e., calculations with realistic sea

quarks, these double ratios yield quite precise predictions for

form factors.
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The remaining uncertainties are due to the chiral extrapo-

lation from the light quark masses used in the numerical lattice

computation to realistic up and down quark masses, and to dis-

cretization errors. These sources of uncertainty will be reduced

with larger lattice sizes and smaller lattice spacings. The total

uncertainty in the lattice values of F(1) and G(1) obtained from

this method will be 2-3%. However, in the light of the current

> 2σ tension between inclusive and exclusive |Vcb|, a revision of

the systematic uncertainties becomes important.

In addition to the lattice calculations of form factor nor-

malizations, first results for the w dependence of the form

factors are available [29]. While these first results are still in

the quenched approximation, one can expect further calcula-

tions of form factor shapes in the near future, which will allow

comparisons with the experimentally measured shapes.

Decays to Excited D Meson States

Above the ground state D and D∗ mesons lie four positive-

parity states with one unit of orbital angular momentum,

generically denoted as D∗∗. In the heavy mass limit, they form

two spin-symmetry doublets with j� = 1/2 and j� = 3/2, where

j� is the total angular momentum of the light degrees of free-

dom. The doublet with j� = 3/2 is expected to be narrow, while

the states with j� = 1/2 should be broad, consistent with exper-

imental measurements. Furthermore, one expects that in the

heavy mass limit Γ(B → D∗∗(j� = 3/2)�ν̄) � Γ(B → D∗∗(j� =

1/2)�ν̄). A recent measurement indicates this expectation may

be violated [23]. If this result is confirmed, it may indicate sub-

stantial mixing between the two spin-symmetry doublets, which

can occur due to terms of order 1/mc. However, the impact on

the exclusive Vcb determination is expected to be small, since

the zero-recoil point is protected against corrections of order

1/mc by Luke’s theorem.

|Vcb| from inclusive decays

At present, the most precise determinations of |Vcb| come

from inclusive decays. The method is based on a measurement

of the total semileptonic decay rate, together with the leptonic

energy and the hadronic invariant mass spectra of inclusive

semileptonic decays. The total decay rate can be calculated
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quite reliably in terms of non-perturbative parameters that can

be extracted from the information contained in the spectra.

Inclusive semileptonic rate

The theoretical foundation for the calculation of the total

semileptonic rate is the Operator Product Expansion (OPE),

which yields the Heavy Quark Expansion (HQE), a systematic

expansion in inverse powers of the b-quark mass [30,31]. The

validity of the OPE is proven in the deep euclidean region

for the momenta (which is satisfied, e.g., in deep inelastic

scattering), but its application to heavy quark decays requires

a continuation to time-like momenta p2
B = M2

B, where possible

contributions which are exponentially damped in the euclidean

region could become oscillatory. The validity of the OPE for

inclusive decays is equivalent to the assumption of parton-

hadron duality, hereafter referred to simply as duality, and

possible oscillatory contributions would be an indication of

duality violation.

Duality-violating effects are hard to quantify. In practice,

they would appear as unnaturally large coefficents of higher

order terms in the 1/m expansion [32]. The description of

∼ 60 measurements in terms of ∼ 6 free parameters in global

fits to B → Xc�ν� decays provides a non-trivial testing ground

for the HQE predictions. Present fits include terms up to order

1/m3
b , the coefficients of which have sizes as expected a priori

by theory. The consistency of the data with these OPE fits will

be discussed later; no indication is found that terms of order

1/m4
b or higher are large, and there is no evidence for duality

violations in the data. Thus duality or, likewise, the validity of

the OPE, is assumed in the analysis, and no further uncertainty

is assigned to potential duality violations.

The OPE result for the total rate can be written schemati-

cally (the details of the expression can be found, e.g., in Ref. 33)

as

Γ =|Vcb|2Γ̂0m
5
b(µ)(1 + Aew)Apert(r, µ)×[

z0(r) + z2(r)

(
µ2

π

m2
b

,
µ2

G

m2
b

)
+ z3(r)

(
ρ3

D

m3
b

,
ρ3

LS

m3
b

)

+z4(r)

(
si

m4
b

)
+ ...

]
, (16)
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where Aew denotes the electroweak, and Apert(r, µ) the QCD

radiative corrections, r is the ratio mc/mb, and the zi are known

phase-space functions.

This expression is known up to order 1/m4
b , where the

terms of order 1/m3
b and 1/m4

b have been computed only

at tree level [34–36]. The leading term is the parton model,

which is known completely to order αs, and the terms of

order α2
sβ0 (where β0 is the first coefficient of the QCD β

function, β0 = (33 − 2nf )/3) have been included by the usual

BLM procedure [33,37]. Furthermore, the corrections of order

αsµ
2
π/m2

b have been computed recently [38].

The HQE parameters are given in terms of forward matrix

elements by

Λ = MB − mb

µ2
π = −〈B|b(iD⊥)2b|B〉

µ2
G = 〈B|b(iDµ

⊥)(iDν
⊥)σµνb|B〉

ρ3
D = 〈B|b(iD⊥µ)(ivD)(iDν

⊥)b|B〉
ρ3

LS = 〈B|b(iDµ
⊥)(ivD)(iDν

⊥)σµνb|B〉 , (17)

while the five hadronic parameters si of the order 1/m4
b can be

found in Ref. 35; these have not yet been included in the fits.

The non-perturbative matrix elements depend on the renormal-

ization scale µ, on the chosen renormalization scheme, and on

the quark mass mb. The rates and the spectra depend strongly

on mb (or equivalently on Λ), which makes the discussion of

renormalization issues mandatory.

Using the pole-mass definition for the heavy quark masses,

it is well known that the corresponding perturbative series

of decay rates does not converge very well, making a precision

determination of |Vcb| in such a scheme impossible. The solution

to this problem is to chose an appropriate “short-distance”

mass definition. Frequently used mass definitions are the kinetic

scheme [39,40], or the 1S scheme [41]. Both of these schemes

have been applied to semi-leptonic b → c transitions, yielding

comparable results and uncertainties.

The 1S scheme eliminates the b quark pole mass by relating

it to the perturbative expression for the mass of the 1S state
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of the Υ system. The physical mass of the Υ (1S) contains

non-perturbative contributions, which have been estimated in

Ref. 42. These non-perturbative contributions are small; never-

theless, the best determination of the b quark mass in the 1S

scheme is obtained from sum rules for e+e− → bb̄.

Alternatively one may use a short-distance mass definition

such as the MS mass mMS
b (mb). However, it has been argued

that the scale mb is unnaturally high for B decays, while

for smaller scales µ ∼ 1 GeV mMS
b (µ) is under poor control.

For this reason, the so-called “kinetic mass” mkin
b (µ) has been

proposed. It is the mass entering the non-relativistic expression

for the kinetic energy of a heavy quark, and is defined using

heavy quark sum rules [40].

The HQE parameters also depend on the renormalization

scale and scheme. The matrix elements given in Eq. (17) are

defined with the full QCD fields and states, which is the

definition frequently used in the kinetic scheme. Sometimes

slightly different parameters λ1 and λ2 are used, which are

defined in the infinite mass limit. The relation between these

parameters is

ΛHQET = lim
mb→∞Λ , −λ1 = lim

mb→∞µ2
π

λ2 = lim
mb→∞µ2

G , ρ1 = lim
mb→∞ ρ3

D

ρ2 = lim
mb→∞ ρ3

LS .

Defining the kinetic energy and the chromomagnetic mo-

ment in the infinite-mass limit (as, e.g., in the 1S scheme)

requires that 1/mb corrections to the matrix elements defined

in Eq. (17) be taken into account once one goes beyond order

1/m2
b . As a result, additional quantities T1 · · · T4 appear at or-

der 1/m3
b . However, these quantities are correlated such that

the total number of non-perturbative parameters to order 1/m3
b

is the same as in the scheme where mb is kept finite in the

matrix elements which define the non-perturbative parameters.

A detailed discussion of these issues can be found in Ref. 43.

In order to define the HQE parameters properly, one must

adopt a renormalization scheme, as was done for the heavy

quark mass. Since all these parameters can again be determined
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by heavy quark sum rules, one may adopt a scheme similar to

the kinetic scheme for the quark mass. The HQE parameters

in the kinetic scheme depend on powers of the renormalization

scale µ, and the above relations are valid in the limit µ → 0,

leaving only logarithms of µ.

Some of these parameters also appear in the relation for

the heavy hadron masses. The quantity Λ is determined once

a definition is specified for the quark mass. The parameter

µ2
G can be extracted from the mass splitting in the lowest

spin-symmetry doublet of heavy mesons

µ2
G(µ) =

3

4
CG(µ, mb)(M

2
B∗ − M2

B) , (18)

where CG(µ, mb) is a perturbatively-computable coefficient

which depends on the scheme. In the kinetic scheme we have

µ2
G(1GeV) = 0.35+0.03

−0.02 GeV2. (19)

Determination of HQE Parameters and |Vcb|
Several experiments have measured moments in B → Xc�ν�

decays [44–51] as a function of the minimum lepton momen-

tum. The measurements of the moments of the electron-energy

spectrum (0th-3rd), and of the squared-hadronic mass spec-

trum (0th-2nd), have statistical uncertainties that are roughly

equal to their systematic uncertainties. They can be improved

with more data and significant effort. Measurements of photon

energy moments (0th-2nd) in B → Xsγ decays [52–55] as a

function of the minimum accepted photon energy are still pri-

marily statistics-limited. Global fits to these moments [56–61]

have been performed in the 1S and kinetic schemes. A global

fit to a large set of hadronic-mass and electron-energy moments

in B → Xc�ν� decays in the 1S scheme gives [61]

|Vcb| = (41.56± 0.39 ± 0.08) × 10−3 (20)

m1S
b = 4.751 ± 0.058 GeV (21)

λ1S
1 = −0.274 ± 0.047 GeV , (22)

where the first error includes experimental and theoretical

uncertainties, and the second error on |Vcb| comes from the B

lifetime. The mass value can be compared with a determination
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based on the e+e− → bb cross-section near threshold [62] of

m1S
b = 4.69 ± 0.03 GeV. The same data have been fitted in the

kinetic scheme, resulting in [58]

|Vcb| = (41.68 ± 0.39 ± 0.58) × 10−3 (23)

mkin
b = 4.677 ± 0.053 GeV (24)

µ2
π(kin) = 0.387 ± 0.039 GeV , (25)

where the first error includes experimental and theoretical

uncertainties, and the second error on |Vcb| is from the estimated

accuracy of the HQE for the total semileptonic rate. The mass

value may be compared with mkin
b = 4.56± 0.06 GeV, extracted

from the threshold region of e+e− → bb [63].

In each scheme, theoretical uncertainties are estimated

and included in performing the fits. Similar values for the

parameters are obtained when only experimental uncertainties

are used in the fits, and when photon-energy-spectrum moments

from B → Xsγ are included. The χ2/dof is substantially below

unity in all fits, suggesting that the theoretical uncertainties

may be overestimated, and showing no evidence for duality

violations at a significant level.

The fits in the two schemes agree well on |Vcb|. We take the

arithmetic averages of the values and of the errors to quote an

inclusive |Vcb| determination:

|Vcb| = (41.6 ± 0.6) × 10−3 . (26)

The mb values must be quoted in the same scheme to be directly

compared. A translation at NNLO [64] of mkin
b = 4.68 GeV

gives

m1S
b = 4.80 ± 0.01 GeV , (27)

(the estimated uncertainty comes from varying the scale µ from

mb/2 to 2mb) to be compared with Eq. (21). The translation

of mb from one scheme to another yields an estimate of the size

of the residual uncertainties. While the comparison given above

is sensitive to issues beyond scheme translation, the 50 MeV

difference serves as an indicator of the size of potential effects.

The uncertainties on mb are further discussed in the section on

the determination of |Vub|.
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The precision of these results can be further improved.

The prospects for more precise moments measurements were

discussed above. Improvements can be made in the theory

by calculating higher-order perturbative corrections [65] and,

more importantly, by calculating perturbative corrections to the

matrix elements defining the HQE parameters. The inclusion of

still-higher-order moments may improve the sensitivity of the

fits to higher-order terms in the HQE.

Determination of |Vub|
Summary: The determination of |Vub| is the focus of sig-

nificant experimental and theoretical work. The determinations

based on inclusive semileptonic decays using different calcula-

tional ansätze are consistent. The total uncertainty is 10%, of

which the dominant uncertainty (7%) comes from a 60 MeV

error used for mb. Significant progress has been made in mea-

surements of B → π�ν� decays; the branching fraction is now

known to 6%, and the q2 shape is reasonably well constrained

experimentally. Further improvements in the form-factor nor-

malization are needed to take full advantage of this precision.

The values obtained from inclusive and exclusive determi-

nations are

|Vub| = (4.12 ± 0.43) × 10−3 (inclusive), (28)

|Vub| = (3.5 + 0.6
− 0.5 ) × 10−3 (exclusive). (29)

The two determinations are independent, and the dominant

uncertainties are on multiplicative factors. We weight the two

values by their relative errors and treat the uncertainties as

Gaussian distributed to find

|Vub| = (3.95 ± 0.35) × 10−3 , (30)

with P (χ2) = 0.4.

|Vub| from inclusive decays

The theoretical description of inclusive B → Xu�ν� decays is

based on the Heavy Quark Expansion, as for B → Xc�ν� decays,

and leads to a predicted total decay rate with uncertainties

below 5% [66,67]. Unfortunately, the total decay rate is hard

to measure due to the large background from CKM-favored B →
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Xc�ν� transitions. Calculating the partial decay rate in regions

of phase space where B → Xc�ν� decays are suppressed is more

challenging, as the HQE convergence in these regions is spoiled,

requiring the introduction of a non-perturbative distribution

function, the “shape function” (SF) [68,69], whose form is

unknown. The shape function becomes important when the

light-cone momentum component P+ ≡ EX − |PX | is not large

compared to ΛQCD. This additional difficulty can be addressed

in two complementary ways. The leading-shape function can

either be measured in the radiative decay B → Xsγ, or be

modeled with constraints on the 0th-2nd moments, and the

results applied to the calculation of the B → Xu�ν� partial

decay rate [70–72]; in such an approach, the largest challenges

are for the theory. Alternatively, measurements of B → Xu�ν�

partial decay rates can be extended further into the B → Xc�ν�-

allowed region, enabling a simplified theoretical (pure HQE)

treatment [73], but requiring precise experimental knowledge

of the B → Xc�ν� background.

The shape function is a universal property of B mesons at

leading order. It has been recognized for over a decade [68,69]

that the leading SF can be measured in B → Xsγ decays.

However, sub-leading shape functions [74–79] arise at each order

in 1/mb, and differ in semileptonic and radiative B decays.

The form of the shape functions cannot be calculated from

first principles. Prescriptions that relate directly the partial

rates for B → Xsγ and B → Xu�ν� decays, and thereby

avoid any parameterization of the leading shape function, are

available [80–83]; uncertainties due to sub-leading SF remain

in these approaches. Existing measurements, however, have

tended to use parameterizations of the leading SF that respect

constraints on the zeroth, first, and second moments. At leading

order, the first and second moments are equal to Λ = MB −mb

and µ2
π, respectively. The relations between SF moments and

the non-perturbative parameters of the HQE are known to

second order in αs [84]. As a result, measurements of HQE

parameters from global fits to B → Xc�ν� and B → Xsγ

moments can be used to constrain the SF moments, as well

as provide accurate values of mb and other parameters for use
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in determining |Vub|. The possibility of measuring these HQE

parameters directly from moments in B → Xu�ν� decays has

been explored [85], but the experimental precision achievable

there is not competitive with other approaches.

The calculations which are used for the fits performed by

HFAG are documented in Refs. [70]( BLNP), [86]( GGOU), [87](

DGE), and [73]( BLL).

The calculations start from the triple diffential rate using

the variables

Pl = MB − 2El, P− = EX + | �PX |, P+ = EX − | �PX | (31)

for which the differential rate becomes

d3Γ

dP+ dP− dPl
=

G2
F |Vub|2
16π2

(MB − P+) (32)

{
(P− − Pl)(MB − P− + Pl − P+)F1

+(MB − P−)(P− − P+)F2 + (P− − Pl)(Pl − P+)F3

}
.

The “structure functions” Fi can be calculated using factoriza-

tion theorems that have been proven to subleading order in the

1/mb expansion.

The BLNP [70] calculation uses these factorization theorems

to write the Fi in terms of perturbatively-calculable hard

coefficients H and jet functions J , which are convolved with the

(soft) light-cone distribution functions S, the shape functions

of the B meson.

The leading order term in the 1/mb expansion of the Fi

contains a single non-perturbative function, and is calculated

to subleading order in αs, while at subleading order in the

1/mb expansion, there are several independent non-perturbative

functions which have been calculated only at tree level in the

αs expansion.

To extract the non-perturbative input, one can study the

photon-energy spectrum in B → Xsγ [72]. This spectrum is

known at a similar accuracy as the P+ spectrum in B → Xu�ν�.

Going to subleading order in the 1/mb expansion requires the

modeling of subleading SFs, a large variety of which were

studied in Ref. 70.
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A recent calculation (GGOU) [86] uses a hard, Wilsonian

cut-off that matches the definition of the kinetic mass. The non-

perturbative input is similar to what is used in BLNP, but the

shape functions are defined differently. In particular, they are

defined at finite mb, and depend on the light-cone component

k+ of the b quark momentum, and on the momentum transfer

q2 to the leptons. These functions include sub-leading effects to

all orders; as a result, they are non-universal, with one shape

function corresponding to each structure function in Eq. (32).

Their k+ moments can be computed in the OPE, and related

to observables and to the shape functions defined in Ref. 70.

Going to subleading order in αs requires the definition of

a renormalization scheme for the HQE parameters and for the

shape function. It has been noted that the relation between

the moments of the shape function and the forward matrix

elements of local operators is plagued by ultraviolet problems

which require additional renormalization. A possible scheme for

improving this behavior has been suggested in Refs. [70,72],

which introduce a particular definition of the quark mass (the

so-called shape-function scheme) based on the first moment of

the measured spectrum. Likewise, the HQE parameters can be

defined from measured moments of spectra, corresponding to

moments of the shape function.

One can also attempt to calculate the SF by using additional

assumptions. One possible approach (DGE) is the so-called

“dressed gluon approximation” [87], where the perturbative

result is continued into the infrared regime using the renormalon

structure obtained in the large β0 limit, where β0 has been

defined following Eq. (16). Alternatively, one may assume an

analytic behaviour for the strong coupling in the infrared to

perform an extrapolation of perturbation theory [88].

While attempts to quantify the shape function are im-

portant, the impact of uncertainties in the shape function is

significantly reduced in some recent measurements that cover a

larger portion of the B → Xu�ν� phase space. Several measure-

ments using a combination of cuts on the leptonic momentum

transfer q2 and the hadronic invariant mass MX , as suggested
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in Ref. 89, have been made. Measurements of the electron spec-

trum in B → Xu�ν� decays have been made down to 1.9 GeV,

at which point shape-function uncertainties are not dominant.

The measurements quoted below have used a variety of func-

tional forms to parameterize the leading shape function; in no

case does this lead to more than a 2% uncertainty on |Vub|.
Weak Annihilation [86,90,91](WA) can in principle con-

tribute significantly in the restricted region (at high q2) accepted

by measurements of B → Xu�ν� decays. An estimate [73] based

on leptonic Ds decays [91] leads to a ∼ 3% uncertainty on the

total B → Xu�ν� rate from the Υ (4S). The differential spec-

trum from WA decays is not known, but they are expected to

contribute predominantly at high q2, and may be a significant

source of uncertainty for |Vub| measurements that only accept a

small fraction, fu, of the full B → Xu�ν� phase space. Model-

dependent limits on WA were determined in Ref. 92, where the

CLEO data were fitted to combinations of WA models and a

spectator B → Xu�ν� component and background. More direct

experimental constraints [93] on WA have recently been made

by comparing the B → Xu�ν� decay rates of charged and neu-

tral B mesons. The sensitivity of |Vub| determinations to WA

can also be reduced by removing the region at high q2 in those

measurements where q2 is determined.

Measurements

We summarize the measurements used in the determination

of |Vub| below. Given the improved precision and more rigorous

theoretical interpretation of the recent measurements, earlier

determinations [94–97] will not be further considered in this

review.

Electron momentum “endpoint” measurements [98–100] re-

construct a single charged electron to determine a partial decay

rate for B → Xu�ν�. This results in a high O(50%) selec-

tion efficiency and only modest sensitivity to the modeling

of detector response. The decay rate can be cleanly extracted

for Ee > 2.3 GeV, but this is deep in the SF region, where

theoretical uncertainties are large. Measurements down to 2.0

or 1.9 GeV exist, but have low (< 1/10) signal-to-background

(S/B) ratio, making the control of the B → Xc�ν� background
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a crucial point. In these analyses, the inclusive electron momen-

tum spectrum from BB events is determined by subtracting the

e+e− → qq continuum background using data samples collected

just below BB threshold. The continuum-subtracted spectrum

is fitted to a combination of a model B → Xu�ν� spectrum and

several components (D�ν�, D∗�ν�, ...) of the B → Xc�ν� back-

ground. The resulting partial branching fractions for various Ee

cuts are given in Table 1. The leading uncertainty at the lower

lepton momentum cuts comes from the B → Xc�ν� background.

Prospects for further reducing the lepton momentum cut are

improving in light of better knowledge of the semileptonic de-

cays to higher mass Xc�ν states [22,23]. The determination of

|Vub| from these measurements is discussed below.

An untagged “neutrino reconstruction” measurement [101]

from BaBar uses a combination [102] of a high-energy electron,

with a measurement of the missing momentum vector. This

allows a much higher S/B∼ 0.7 at the same Ee cut and

a O(5%) selection efficiency, but at the cost of a smaller

accepted phase space for B → Xu�ν� decays and uncertainties

associated with the determination of the missing momentum.

A control sample of Υ (4S) → BB decays where one B is

reconstructed as B → D0(X)eν with D0 → K−π+ is used to

reduce uncertainties from detector and background modeling.

The partial branching fraction and |Vub| are given in Table 1.

The large samples accumulated at the B factories allow

studies in which one B meson is fully reconstructed and the re-

coiling B decays semileptonically [103–105]. The experiments

can fully reconstruct a “tag” B candidate in about 0.5% (0.3%)

of B+B− (B0B0) events. An electron or muon with center-of-

mass momentum above 1.0 GeV is required amongst the charged

tracks not assigned to the tag B, and the remaining particles are

assigned to the Xu system. The full set of kinematic properties

(E�, MX , q2, etc.) are available for studying the semileptoni-

cally decaying B, making possible selections that accept up to

70% of the full B → Xu�ν� rate. Despite requirements (e.g., on

the square of the missing mass) aimed at rejecting events with
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additional missing particles, undetected or mis-measured parti-

cles from B → Xc�ν� decay (e.g., K0
L and additional neutrinos)

remain an important source of uncertainty.

BaBar [103] and Belle [104] have measured partial rates

with cuts on MX , MX , and q2, and P+ based on large samples

of BB events. As these are highly correlated measurements,

only one from each experiment (namely based on MX) is used

in the average given in Table 1. In each case, the experimental

systematics have significant contributions from the modeling of

B → Xu�ν� and B → Xc�ν� decays, and from the detector

response to charged particles, photons, and neutral hadrons.

An analysis [105] on 80 fb−1 that integrates the B → Xu�ν�

rate for MX < 2.5 GeV, capturing ∼ 96% of the total rate, is

noteworthy for the smallness (< 3%) of the theoretical error;

however, the statistical uncertainty on |Vub| is 18%, so it would

have no impact if included in the current average. More precise

measurements of this type would be valuable.

Determination of |Vub|
The determination of |Vub| from the measured partial rates

requires input from theory. The BLNP, GGOU, and DGE

calculations described previously are used to determine |Vub|
from all measured partial B → Xu�ν� rates; the values are

given in Table 1. The mb input values used [106] are mSF
b =

4.71 ± 0.06 GeV for BLNP, based on global fits to B → Xc�ν�

moments; mkin
b = 4.61 ± 0.03 GeV for GGOU, based on global

fits to B → Xc�ν� and B → Xsγ moments; and mMS
b = 4.20 ±

0.07 GeV for DGE, based on an average of mb determinations.

While these values are compatible within errors, they do not

correspond to a unique value when translated to a common

scheme; this is further discussed below. An additional error

contribution for WA has been added to the DGE error budget.

As an illustration of the relative sizes of the uncertainties en-

tering |Vub|, we give the error breakdown for the BLNP average:

statistical—2.0%; experimental—2.5%; B → Xc�ν� modeling—

1.8%; B → Xu�ν� modeling—1.1%; HQE parameters (including

mb)—6.3%; shape-function parameterization—0.4%; subleading

SFs—0.7%; scale matching—3.6%; Weak Annihilation—1.4%.
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The uncertainty on mb dominates the uncertainty on |Vub| from

HQE parameters.

Table 1: |Vub| (in units of 10−5) from inclu-
sive B → Xu�ν� measurements. The first un-
certainty on |Vub| is experimental, while the
second includes both theoretical (∼ 4%) and
HQE parameter uncertainties (the remainder).
The values are listed in order of increasing fu

(0.19 to 0.66).

Ref. BLNP GGOU DGE

[98] 353 ± 41 ± 35 371 ± 43 ± 32 386 ± 45 ± 28
[101] 395 ± 27 ± 39 not avail. 443 ± 30 ± 37
[100] 390 ± 22 ± 33 408 ± 23 ± 27 430 ± 29 ± 25
[99] 437 ± 40 ± 33 456 ± 42 ± 26 481 ± 45 ± 22

[107] 398 ± 42 ± 32 416 ± 44 ± 29 444 ± 47 ± 22
[103] 374 ± 18 ± 31 402 ± 19 ± 28 456 ± 22 ± 30
[104] 366 ± 24 ± 27 389 ± 26 ± 22 429 ± 28 ± 26

399 ± 14 ± 30 395 ± 15 ± 21 443 ± 17 ± 25

The statistical correlations amongst the measurements used

in the average are tiny (due to small overlaps among signal

events and large differences in S/B ratios), and have been

ignored in performing the average. Correlated systematic and

theoretical errors are taken into account, both within an exper-

iment and between experiments.

The |Vub| values do not show a marked trend versus fu.

The P-values of the averages are around 0.4, suggesting that

the ratios of calculated partial widths in the different phase

space regions are in reasonable agreement with ratios of mea-

sured widths. However, the measured values [103,104] of the

ratio Γ(B → Xu�ν�, P+ < 0.66 GeV) / Γ(B → Xu�ν�, MX <

1.7 GeV, q2 > 8 GeV2) average† to 1.22 ± 0.12. The theoreti-

cal predictions for this ratio are 1.63 [70], 1.18 [86], and

† This assumes that the correlation coefficient between the

P+ and MX-q2 partial branching fractions found by BaBar, 0.38,

also applies to the Belle measurements.
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1.58 [87]. This comparison may indicate an underestimate of

some theoretical uncertainties.

The BLNP and GGOU averages appear to agree well.

However, if the same mb input is used for BLNP and GGOU,

the BLNP average is ∼ 9% higher than the GGOU average.

This difference is large compared to the theoretical uncertainties

assigned to the calculations, which are 3-4% in each case.

Based on this comparison, we choose to add in quadrature an

additional uncertainty of 7% to the inclusive |Vub| average.

To quote an inclusive |Vub| value, we take the arithmetic

mean of the values in Table 1. The uncertainty is calculated

by summing in quadrature the arithmetic mean of the errors

in Table 1 (after adjusting them to correspond to σmb
=

0.06 GeV), and the aforementioned 7% additional uncertainty.

We find

|Vub| = (4.12 ± 0.15exp ± 0.40th) × 10−3 . (33)

As was the case with |Vcb|, it is hard to assign an uncertainty

to |Vub| for possible duality violations. However, theoretical

arguments suggest that duality should hold even better in

b → u�ν� than in b → c�ν� [32]. On the other hand, unless

duality violations are much larger in B → Xu�ν� decays than

in B → Xc�ν� decays, the precision of the |Vub| determination

is not yet at the level where duality violations are likely to be

significant.

There is another aspect of duality which affects the quoted

results. The theoretical expressions are valid at the parton level,

and do not incorporate any resonant structure (e.g. B → π�ν�);

this must be added “by hand” to the simulated B → Xu�ν�

event samples used to calculated acceptances and efficiencies.

The uncertainties corresponding to this procedure have been

estimated by the experiments to be at the level of 1-2% on

|Vub|.
A separate class of analyses follows the strategy discussed

in Refs. [80–83], where integrals of differential distributions in

B → Xu�ν� decays are compared with corresponding integrals

in B → Xsγ decays to extract |Vub|, thereby eliminating the

need to model the leading-shape function. A study [108] using
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the measured BaBar electron spectrum in B → Xu�ν� decays

provides |Vub| determinations using all available “SF-free” cal-

culations; the resulting |Vub| values have total uncertainties of

∼ 12%, and are fully compatible with the average quoted above.

The BLL [89] calculation can be used for measurements

with cuts on MX and q2. Using the HQE parameter input

determined from the global fit in the 1S scheme [61] yields a

|Vub| value of (4.83 ± 0.24 ± 0.37) × 10−3, which is 7 − 17%

higher than the corresponding values obtained from the other

calculations.

HQE parameters and shape function input

The global fits to B → Xc�ν� moments discussed earlier

provide input values for the heavy quark parameters needed in

calculating B → Xu�ν� partial rates. These HQE parameters

are also used to constrain the first and second moments of the

shape function.

Fig. 2 shows the results of separate fits to moments from

semileptonic decays, and those from the B → Xsγ photon

energy spectrum. The ellipses correspond to ∆χ2 = 1 contours

(CL=39%); the probability of having the two ellipses separated

by as much or more than the fit results is about 20%. The

B → Xsγ moments have some dependence [109] on the model

chosen for the shape function, since the experiments require

photon energies to exceed cuts in the range 1.8-2.0 GeV. The

global fit assumes an uncertainty of 30% on the difference

between the calculated moments with a realistic shape function

model and those based on the pure OPE calculation.

The uncertainty on mb will continue to be a leading con-

tribution to the uncertainty in |Vub|. The determinations of mb

using B → Xc�ν� moments are on solid theoretical ground and

are performed using order α2
S calculations. Concern has been

expressed about the theoretical control of O(1/mb) corrections

to the B → Xsγ moments. Furthermore, the |Vub| calculations

are currently done at O(αS), calling into question the use of a

very small uncertainty on mb in the |Vub| determination. Fixed-

order translations of mb from one scheme to another bring in

an additional source of uncertainty (see Eq. (27)). In light of
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Figure 2: Fit results from global moment fits
in the kinetic scheme [58]. The ∆χ2 = 1 curves
for separate fits to B → Xsγ moments and
B → Xc�ν� moments are shown along with the
combined fit.

these considerations, the mb used in the |Vub| determination

given here has had its error increased to 0.06 GeV.

Status and outlook

At present, as indicated by the average given above, the

uncertainty on |Vub| from inclusive decays is at the 10% level.

The uncertainty on mb taken here is 60 MeV, contributing an

uncertainty of 7% on |Vub|. Prospects are good for reducing

this to the 30 MeV level by extending the |Vub| calculations

to O(α2
S). Further progress can also be expected on some of

the other leading sources of uncertainty. The Weak Annihila-

tion contribution is now being addressed with data; further

improvement can be expected with the full B factory dataset.
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The uncertainties on |Vub| quoted in the calculations are at

the 4% level, and there is some indication that these may be

underestimated. Improving our confidence in, and eventually

reducing, these theory uncertainties will require improvements

in the calculations. For the approaches making use of the shape

function, this amounts to improvements in relating the spec-

tra from B → Xu�ν� and B → Xsγ decays by calculating

radiative corrections and the effects of subleading shape func-

tions, while approaches less sensitive to shape functions require

calculations of higher-order radiative corrections. Experimental

uncertainties will be reduced through higher statistics, a better

understanding of B → Xc�ν� decays, and the incorporation

of improved measurements on D decays. The two approaches

stated earlier, namely determining the shape function from the

B → Xsγ photon spectrum, and applying it to B → Xu�ν�

decays, and pushing the measurements into regions where shape

function and duality uncertainties become negligeable, are com-

plementary and should both be pursued.

|Vub| from exclusive decays

Exclusive charmless semileptonic decays offer a comple-

mentary means of determining |Vub|. For the experiments, the

specification of the final state provides better background re-

jection, but the lower branching fraction reflects itself in lower

yields compared with inclusive decays. For theory, the calcula-

tion of the form factors for B → Xu�ν� decays is challenging,

but brings in a different set of uncertainties from those encoun-

tered in inclusive decays. In this review, we focus on B → π�ν�,

as it is the most promising mode for both experiment and

theory, and recent improvements have been made in both ar-

eas. Measurements of other exclusive states can be found in

Refs. [110–113].

B → π�ν� form factor calculations

The relevant form factors for the decay B → π�ν� are

usually defined as

〈π(pπ)|V µ|B(pB)〉 = (34)

f+(q2)

[
pµ

B + pµ
π − m2

B − m2
π

q2
qµ

]
+ f0(q

2)
m2

B − m2
π

q2
qµ ,
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in terms of which the rate becomes (in the limit m� → 0)

dΓ

dq2
=

G2
F |Vub|2
24π3

|pπ|3|f+(q2)|2 , (35)

where pπ is the momentum of pion in the B meson rest frame.

Currently-available non-perturbative methods for the cal-

culation of the form factors include lattice QCD and light-cone

sum rules. The two methods are complementary in phase space,

since the lattice calculation is restricted to the kinematical

range of high momentum transfer q2 to the leptons, due to large

discretization errors, while light-cone sum rules provide infor-

mation near q2 = 0. Interpolations between these two regions

may be constrained by unitarity and analyticity.

Unquenched simulations, for which quark loop effects in

the QCD vacuum are fully incorporated, have become quite

common, and the first results based on these simulations for

the B → π�ν� form factors have been obtained recently by the

Fermilab/MILC collaboration [25] and the HPQCD collabora-

tion [114].

The two calculations differ in the way the b quark is

simulated, with HPQCD using nonrelativistic QCD, and Fer-

milab/MILC the so-called Fermilab heavy quark method; they

agree within the quoted errors.

In order to obtain the partially-integrated differential rate,

the BK parameterization [115]

f+(q2) =
cB(1 − αB)

(1 − q̃2)(1 − αB q̃2)
, (36)

f0(q
2) =

cB(1 − αB)

(1 − q̃2/βB)
, (37)

with q̃2 ≡ q2/m2
B∗ is used to extrapolate to small values of q2.

It includes the leading pole contribution from B∗, and higher

poles are modeled by a single pole. The heavy-quark scaling

is satisfied if the parameters cB , αB, and βB scale appropri-

ately. However, the BK parameterization should be used with

some caution, since it is not consistent with SCET [116]. Al-

ternatively, one may use analyticity and unitarity bounds to

constrain the form factors. Making use of the heavy quark limit,

stringent constraints on the shape of the form factor can be
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derived [117], and the conformal mapping of the kinematical

variables onto the complex unit disc yields a rapidly converging

series in this variable. The use of lattice data in combination

with a data point at small q2 from SCET or sum rules provides

a stringent constraint on the shape of the form factor [118].

The results for the integrated rate with q2 > q2
cut = 16GeV2

are

Γ = |Vub|2 × (2.07 ± 0.57) ps−1, HPQCD;

= |Vub|2 × (1.83 ± 0.50) ps−1, Fermilab/MILC.

Here the statistical and systematic errors are added in

quadrature.

Much work remains to be done, since the current combined

statistical plus systematic errors in the lattice results are still at

the 10-14% level on |Vub|, and need to be reduced. Reduction

of errors to the 5 ∼ 6% level for |Vub| may be feasible within

the next few years, although that could involve carrying out a

two-loop (or fully non-perturbative) matching between lattice

and continuum QCD heavy-to-light current operators, and/or

going to smaller lattice spacing.

Another established non-perturbative approach to obtain

the form factors is through Light-Cone QCD Sum Rules

(LCSR), where the heavy mass limit has been discussed from

the point of view of SCET in [119]. The sum-rule approach

provides an approximation for the product fBf+(q2), valid in

the region 0 < q2 <∼ 14 GeV2. The determination of f+(q2) it-

self requires knowledge of the decay constant fB, which usually

is obtained by replacing fB by its two-point QCD (SVZ) sum

rule [120] in terms of perturbative and condensate contributions.

The advantage of this procedure is the approximate cancellation

of various theoretical uncertainties in the ratio (fBf+)/(fB).

The LCSR for fBf+ is based on the light-cone OPE of the

relevant vacuum-to-pion correlation function, calculated in full

QCD at finite b-quark mass. The resulting expressions actually

comprise a triple expansion: in the twist t of the operators

near the light-cone, in αs, and in the deviation of the pion

distribution amplitudes from their asymptotic form, which is

fixed from conformal symmetry.
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There are multiple sources of uncertainties in the LCQCD

calculation, which are discussed in Refs. [121,122]. The total

uncertainty adds up to about 15%, resulting in the LCQCD

prediction

f+(0) = 0.26 ± 0.04 , (38)

which is consistent with the values quoted in Refs. [121]

and [122]. It is interesting to note that the results from the

LQCD and LCSR are consistent with each other when the BK

parameterization is used to relate them. This increases confi-

dence in the theoretical predictions for the rate of B → π�ν�.

LC-sum rules are valid in the kinematic region of small q2,

and thus can be used to obtain an estimate of the q2 dependence

in a region q2 ≤ 14GeV2 [123]. This is complementary to the

lattice results at large values of q2, and the results from LCQCD

smoothly extrapolate the lattice data to small values of q2.

An alternative determination of |Vub| has been proposed by

several authors [124–125]. It is based on a model-independent

relation between rare decays such as B → K∗�+�− and B →
ρ�ν�, which can be obtained at large momentum transfer q

to the leptons. This method is based on the HQET relations

between the matrix elements of the B → K∗ and the B → ρ

transitions, and a systematic, OPE-based expansion in powers

of m2
c/q2 and ΛQCD/q. The theoretical uncertainty is claimed

to be of the order of 5% for |Vub|; however, it requires a precise

measurement of the exclusive rare decay B → K∗�+�−, which

is a task for future ultra-high-rate experiments.

B → π�ν� measurements

The B → π�ν� measurements fall into two broad classes:

untagged, in which case the reconstruction of the missing

momentum of the event serves as an estimator for the unseen

neutrino, and tagged, in which the second B meson in the

event is fully reconstructed in either a hadronic or semileptonic

decay mode. The tagged measurements have high and uniform

acceptance, S/B as high as 10, but low statistics. The untagged

measurements have somewhat higher background levels (S/B≤
1) and make slightly more restrictive kinematic cuts, but have

adequate statistics to measure the q2 dependence of the form

factor.
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Table 2: Total and partial branching frac-
tions for B0 → π+�−ν�. The uncertainties are
from statistics and systematics. Measurements
of B(B− → π0�−ν�) have been multiplied by a
factor 2τB0/τB+ to obtain the values below.

B×104 B(q2 > 16) × 104

CLEO π+, π0 [112] 1.37 ± 0.15 ± 0.11 0.41 ± 0.08 ± 0.04
BaBar π+, π0 [126] 1.46 ± 0.07 ± 0.08 0.38 ± 0.04 ± 0.03

Belle SL π+ [127] 1.38 ± 0.19 ± 0.14 0.36 ± 0.10 ± 0.04
Belle SL π0 [127] 1.43 ± 0.26 ± 0.16 0.37 ± 0.15 ± 0.04
Belle had π+ [128] 1.49 ± 0.26 ± 0.06 NA
Belle had π0 [128] 1.60 ± 0.32 ± 0.11 NA
BaBar SL π+ [129] 1.12 ± 0.25 ± 0.10 0.29 ± 0.15 ± 0.04
BaBar SL π0 [129] 1.36 ± 0.33 ± 0.15 0.19 ± 0.22 ± 0.07
BaBar had π+ [129] 1.07 ± 0.27 ± 0.15 0.65 ± 0.20 ± 0.13
BaBar had π0 [129] 1.52 ± 0.41 ± 0.20 0.48 ± 0.22 ± 0.11

Average 1.39 ± 0.06 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.03 ± 0.03

CLEO has analyzed B → π�ν� and B → ρ�ν� using an

untagged analysis [112]. Similar analyses have been done by

BaBar [113,126]. The leading systematic uncertainties in the

untagged B → π�ν� analyses are associated with modeling

the missing momentum reconstruction, with backgrounds from

B → Xc�ν� and B → Xu�ν� decyays, and with varying the

form factor for the B → ρ�ν� decay. The values obtained for

the full and partial branching fractions are listed in Table 2

above the horizontal line.

BaBar has recently measured the differential B → π�ν�

rate versus q2 with good accuracy [126]. A fit using the BK

parameterization [115] gives α = 0.52±0.05±0.03 with P (χ2) =

65%. The q2 spectrum, shown in Fig. 3, is compatible with the

shapes expected from both LCSR and LQCD calculations, but

is incompatible (P (χ2) = 0.06%) with the ISGW2 [130] model.
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Figure 3: The differential branching fraction
versus q2 from BaBar [126] with several theo-
retical predictions overlaid.

Belle [127] and BaBar [129] have performed analyses based

on reconstructing a B in the D(∗)�+ν� decay mode, and looking

for a B → π�ν� or B → ρ�ν� decay amongst the remaining

particles in the event. The fact that the B and B are back-to-

back in the Υ (4S) frame is used to construct a discriminating

variable and obtain a signal-to-noise ratio above unity for all q2

bins. A related technique was discussed in Ref. 131. BaBar [129]

and Belle [128] have also used their samples of B mesons

reconstructed in hadronic decay modes to measure exclusive

charmless semileptonic decays giving very clean but low-yield

samples. The resulting full and partial branching fractions are

given in Table 2. The average of the tagged analyses provides

an accuracy on the B → π�ν� branching fraction comparable to

that obtained with untagged analyses.
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The outlook for further improvements in these measure-

ments with larger B-factory data samples is good. The tagged

measurements in particular will improve; the current esti-

mates of systematic uncertainties in these measurements have

a significant statistical component, so the total experimental

uncertainty should fall as 1/
√

N .

|Vub| can be obtained from the average B → π�ν� branching

fraction and the measured q2 spectrum. Fits to the measured

q2 spectrum from Ref. 126 using a theoretically motivated

parameterization (e.g., from Ref. 9) remove most of the model

dependence from theoretical uncertainties in the shape of the

spectrum. This allows a good determination [132] of the product

|Vub|f+(0) = (9.1 ± 0.3 ± 0.6) × 10−4 , (39)

where the first error is from the uncertainty on B(B → π�ν�),

and the second from the parameterization of shape versus q2.

Having the shape of the form factor versus q2 allows determina-

tions of the normalization at any q2 value to be used. Several

determinations of |Vub| are given in Table 3, where the LQCD

results have been expressed as f+(0) using the aforementioned

fit to the measured q2 spectrum. Based on these values we pick

|Vub| = (3.5 +0.6
−0.5 ) × 10−3 . (40)

The uncertainty is dominated by the form factor normalization,

the calculations of which were discussed previously.

Table 3: Determinations of |Vub| based on
B → π�ν� decays. The first error on |Vub| is
due to the uncertainty on |Vub|f+(0) and the
second error comes from uncertainty on f+(0).

Method f+(0) |Vub| × (10−3)

LCSR (Eq. (38)) 0.26 ± 0.04 3.5 ± 0.3+0.6
−0.5

LQCD(FNAL) [25] 0.25 ± 0.03 3.6 ± 0.3+0.5
−0.4

LQCD(HPQCD) [114] 0.27 ± 0.03 3.3 ± 0.3+0.4
−0.3
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Conclusion

The study of semileptonic B meson decays continues to

be an active area for both theory and experiment. Substantial

progress has been made in the application of HQE calculations

to inclusive decays, with fits to moments of B → Xc�ν� and

B → Xsγ decays providing precise values for |Vcb| and mb.

However, the tension between the inclusive and exclusive |Vcb|
values highlights the need for further work.

Measurements of inclusive B → Xu�ν� decays have im-

proved, and additional theoretical treatments and improved

knowledge of mb have strengthened our determination of |Vub|.
Further progress in these areas is possible, but will require

higher-order radiative corrections from the theory and, in

the case of |Vub|, improved experimental knowledge of the

B → Xc�ν� background. While there has been impressive

progress in the past few years, new challenges will need to

be overcome to achieve a precision below 5% on |Vub| from

inclusive decays.

Progress in both b → u and b → c exclusive channels

depends crucially on progress in lattice calculations. Here the

prospects are good (see, e.g., Ref. 133), since unquenched lattice

simulations are now possible, although the ultimate attainable

precision is hard to estimate.

The measurements of B → π�ν� have improved significantly,

including the first reasonably precise determination of the q2

dependence. The experimental input will continue to improve

as B-factory data sets increase. Reducing the theoretical uncer-

tainties to a comparable level will require significant effort, but

is clearly vital in order to compare the extracted |Vub| with the

one obtained from inclusive decays.

Both |Vcb| and |Vub| are indispensable inputs into unitarity

triangle fits. In particular, knowing |Vub| with a precision of

better than 10% allows a test of CKM unitarity in the most

direct way, by comparing the length of the |Vub| side of the

unitarity triangle with the measurement of sin(2β). This com-

parison of a “tree” process (b → u) with a “loop-induced”

process (B0−B0 mixing) provides sensitivity to possible contri-

butions from new physics. While the effort required to further
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improve our knowledge of these CKM matrix elements is large,

it is well motivated.

The authors would like to acknowledge helpful discussions

with C. Schwanda, E. Barberio, F. Di Lodovico, V. Luth,

A. Hoang, and I. I. Bigi.
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